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Abstract 

We study the rarefaction waves for a model system of hyperbolic balance laws 

in the whole space. We prove the asymptotic stability of rarefaction waves under 

smallness assumptions on the initial perturbation and on the amplitude of the 

waves. The proof is based on the classical£2 energy method. 

D Introduction 

We consider the following model system of hyperbolic balance laws: 

｛約+f(u), + q, ~0, 

qt+ q +叫 =0.
(1.1) 

Here u and q are unknown real valued functions of x E股 andt > 0, and the flux f is 
a given smooth function of u. We assume that f is strictly convex with respect to u, 
that is, f" (u) > 0 for any u under consideration. In this talk, we shall treat the system 

(1.1) in the whole space股 forbrevity. Further, we prescribe the initial condition 

(u,q)(x,O) = (u0,q0)(x), x E股． (1.2) 

Our system (1.1) can be regarded as a model system in kinetic theory. Indeed, u 

and q are considered as the variables describing macroscopic and microscopic states, 

respectively. In this case, by applying the Chapman-Enskog expansion to (1.1), we have 

q = 0 and 

切 +f(u)x= 0 (1.3) 
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as the first order approximation. Note that (1.3) is regarded as a model of the com-

pressible Euler equation. Also, as the second order approximation, we have q = -ux 
and 

切+f(u)x = Uxx, (1.4) 

which is considered as a model of the compressible Navier-Stokes equation. Our rarefac-

tion wave of (1. 1) is the function of the form (u八0),where ur is the centered rarefaction 

wave of (1.3) which connects the constant states u±with u_ < u+. Namely, ur is the 
continuous weak solution of the Riemann problem for (1.3) with the Riemann data 

叫，0)=叫(x):= { u_, 
u十 9

X < 0, 

X > 0. 

Notice thatが isgiven explicitly as 

が(x,t)~{~~-'(x/t), 

x/t ;£f'(u_), 

f'(u_) ;£x/t ;£f'(u+), 

f'(叫） ;£x/t. 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

We assume that the initial data (u0, q0) is close to (u~, 0) in a suitable sense and 

the amplitude o = lu+ -u_ I of the rarefaction wave (忙，0)is small. Then it will be 

shown that a unique solution (u,q) to the problem (1.1)-(1.2) exists globally in time 

and approaches the rarefaction wave (忙，0)uniformly in x as t→ oo. Namely, we have 

ll(uー忙，q)(t)11£00→ 0 as t→ CXJ. 

See Theorem 2.1 below for details. 

There are a lot of works concerning the asymptotic stability of rarefaction waves for 

physically interesting systems. The pioneering work was done by Il'in and Oleinik [3] in 

1960 for the scalar viscous conservation law (1.4). The rate of convergence toward the 

rarefaction waves for (1.4) was investigate in [1, 2]. For the half space problem for (1.4), 

Liu, Matsumura and Nishihara [10] first proved the asymptotic stability of rarefaction 

waves. 

The asymptotic stability of rarefaction waves for the compressible N avier-Stokes 

equation (barotropic model) was first proved by Matsumura and Nishihara [12] in 1986. 
This stability result was improved in [13] for large data and in [9] for the half space 

problem. A similar asymptotic stability result is known also for the full system of the 

compressible Navier-Stokes equation. See [5]. 

The asymptotic stability of rarefaction waves was shown also for related systems. 

We refer the reader to [11, 6] for the Broadwell model in the discrete kinetic theory and 

to [7] for a model system of radiating gas. 
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日 Mainresult 

We state our main result concerning the asymptotic stability of rarefaction waves for 

(1.1). Let (ur,o) be the rarefaction wave for (1.1), whereが isthe centered rarefaction 

wave of (1.3) and connects the constant state四 withu_ <叫. Note that ur is the 

continuous weak solution of the Riemann problem (1.3), (1.5) and is given explicitly by 

(1.6). Then our stability result in the whole space is stated as follows. 

Theorem 2.1 (Stability in the whole space) Let u_ < u+ and put 6 = lu+ -u-1-

Assume that the initial data (u0, q0) satisfies u。ー叫 EL汽(uo)xE H1 and q。EH汽
and put 

I。=llu。— uollu + ll(ua)』IH1+ llqollH2, 

where u0 is the Riemann data in (1.5). If I,。+6 is suitably small, then the initial 

value problem (1.1), (1.2) has a unique global solution (u, q) in an appropriate sense. 

Moreover, this solution approaches the rarefaction wave (ur, 0) specified above uniformly 

in x E IR as t→ oo: 
ll(uー瓜q)(t)11£00→ 0 as t→ 00. (2.1) 

国 Preliminaries

We now recall the following basic propositions related to Sobolev space (see [14]). 

Proposition 3.1 (Convergence at infinity [14]) Let E(t) be an absolutely contin-

uous function on [O, oo). Assume that EE L1(0, oo) and些 EL1(0, oo). Then 
dt 

lim E(t) = 0. 
t→OO 

We next recall Sobolev's inequality in one-dimensional space, which is crucial later. 

Proposition 3.2 (Sobolev's inequality in one-dimensional space [14]) Let u E 

H潤） • Then the following statements hold true: 

and 

u E C0 n L00(民）， limu(t) = 0 
t→土00

llullL00償） ;£Cllull¼~JR) llut Iii贔．
Smooth approximation of rarefaction waves In this chapter we make a smooth ap-

proximation of the rarefaction wave ur. 

Our rarefaction wave ur is the continuous weak solution of (1.3) and is not smooth. 

Following to [12, 14], we construct a smooth approximation of the rarefaction wave ur. 
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To this end, we recall that if u is a solution of (1.3), then w := f'(u) satisfies the 

inviscid Burgers equation 
1 

叫+(2記） = 0. (3.1) 

Consequently, we find that for our rarefaction wave ur, the function wr : = f'(uり
becomes a weak solution of the Riemann problem for (3.1) with the Riemann data 

w(x, 0) =叫(x):= {叩，
W十9

X < 0, 

X > 0, 
(3.2) 

where w土：＝『（四） with u_ < u+, i.e., w_ < W+- We know that this wr is given 

explicitly as 
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x/t;; 皿，

w_ ;; x/t ;; 叫，

叫;;w/t. 

t X = w_t 

。

X=W昇

(w_く w+)
X 

This is the centered rarefaction wave of (3.1) which connects the constant states w± 

with w_ < W+-
For our purpose we first construct a smooth approximation of the rarefaction wave 

wr. To this end, following to [12, 14], we consider (3.1) with the following smooth initial 
data: 

1 1 
w(x, 0) = w0(x) := -(叫 +w_)+ー(w+-w_) tanh(cx), 

2 2 
(3.3) 

where E: E (0, 1] is a parameter. (In this paper we only use the case E: = 1.) It is known 

([12, 14]) that the problem (3.1), (3.3) has a unique smooth solution w. We state this 

result in the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.3 ([12, 14]) Let w_ < W+ and put <5 = lw+ -w-1-Let <5。>0 be any fixed 

constant and assume that <5 :;; <5。.Then the problem (3.1), (3.3) has a unique smooth 

solution w with the following properties: 

(i) w_ < w(x, t) < W+ and wx(x, t) > 0 for x E賊 andt~0. 

(ii) llwx(t) IILv :;; min { Cc1-1/PJ, Cが/P(l+ t)一(l-l/p)}fort~0, where 1 :;; p :;; oo. 

(iii) 118夕w(t)IILv:;; min { C翌—1/PJ, Cc(k-l)-l/P(l + t)-1} fort~0, where 1 :;; p :;; oo 

and k = 2, 3, 4. 

(iv) ll(w -wr)(t)IIL00→ 0 as t→ oo, where wr is the rarefaction wave of (3.1). 
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Now, following [12, 13], we define a smooth approximation UR of our rarefaction 

wave忙 for(1.3) by the formula 

UR(x, t) := (!')―1((w(x, t)), i.e., J'(UR(x, t)) = w(x, t), (3.4) 

where w is the smooth solution of (3.1), (3.3) with w士＝『(u士） and c = 1. Note that 

this UR satisfies ｛叩+!(臼）ェ ~o,
臼 (x,0) = CTi訊(x):= (f')-1(w0(x)), 

(3.5) 

where w0 is given by (3.3) with w士＝『(u士） and c = 1. As an easy consequence of 

Lemma 3.3 with c = 1, we have the following result for our smooth approximation UR. 

Lemma 3.4 (Smooth approximation in the whole space [12, 14]) Let叫＜叫

and put 8 = I叫-u_l. Let 8。>0 be any fixed constant and assume that 8~8。.

Then the smooth approximation UR defined by (3.4) with E: = l satisfies the following 

properties: 

(i) u_ <臼(x,t) < u+ and U!}(x, t) > 0 for x E艮 andt~0. 

(ii) IIU/;(t) IILP~min { C8, C81IP(l + tt(l-l/p)} fort~0, where 1~p~oo. 

(iii) Let 0 E [O, 1]. Then 118~ 臼(t)IILP~C8°(l + t)ー (l-O)fort~0, where l~p~oo 
and k = 2, 3, 4. Here the constant C is independent of 0. 

(iv) ll(UR -忙）(t)IIL00→ 0 as t→ oo, where忙 isthe rarefaction wave of (1.3). 

日 Reformulat10n of the problems 

This section is devoted to reformulate the given problems. 

We consider the initial value problem (1.1), (1.2). Let忙 bethe centered rarefaction 

wave for (1.3) which is given in (1.6), and let UR be the smooth approximation of訊

This UR is constructed in Lemma 3.4 and satisfies (3.5). We regard (U尺ーU;;)as a 

smooth approximation of the rarefaction wave (ur, 0) for (1.1), and look for solutions 

(u,q) of the problem (1.1), (1.2) in the form 

u=臼 +cf>, q = -U/;+r. (4.1) 

Our problem (1.1), (1.2) is then rewritten in the following form for the perturbation 

(¢, r): 

where 

1>t + (f(び +¢)-f(Uり）x+応＝は，

乃 +r+侶＝一f(臼）xx, 

(¢,r)(x,O) = (¢。,r0)(x), x E艮

伽=Uo -u; か ro = q。+(ZJ; 塁）ェ・

(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

(4.3) 
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For this reformulated problem (4.2), (4.3), we obtain the following result on the global 

existence and asymptotic stability. 

Theorem 4.1 (Global existence and stability in the whole space [15]) Let 

u_ < u+ and put 8 = lu+ -u_ I-Asuume that (cf>。,r0) E H2 and put E。=11(¢。,ro)IIH2. 

Then there is a positive constantふsuchthat if E。 +8~ ふ， thenthe problem (4.2), 

(4.3) has a unique global solution (¢, r) satisfying 

(¢, r) E C0([0, oo); Hりncパ[O,oo); Hり，

侶 Eび(0,oo; Hり， rEL刊O,oo;Hり．

Moreover, the solution (¢, r) decays to (0, 0) uniformly in x E良 ast→ oo: 

11(¢, r)(t)llw1,00→ 0 as t→ 00. (4.4) 

The key to the proof of Theorem 4.1 is to show the desired a priori estimate of 

solutions to the problem (4.2), (4.3). To state our a priori estimate, we introduce the 

energy norm E(t) and the corresponding dissipation norm D(t) as follows: 

E(t) := sup ll(¢,r)(T)IIH2, 
O~T~t 

t 

D(t)2 := / I⑰四(T)I応+II叩(T)位+llr(T)II如dT.

゜Then the result on our a priori estimate is stated as follows. 

(4.5) 

Proposition 4.2 (A priori estimate in the whole space [15]) Let T > 0 and let 

(¢, r) be a solution to the problem (4.2), (4.3) such that 

(¢, r) E C0([0, T]; が）n C1([o, T]; Hり．

Then there is a positive constant必notdepending on T such that if E(T) + 8~ 必，
then the solution (¢, r) verifies the a priori estimate 

E(t)バ D(t)2~C(E6 +炉） (4.6) 

fort E [O, Tl, where 0 E (0, 1/4) is a fixed number and C is a positive constant inde-

pendent of T. 

We will give the proof of Proposition 4.2 in Section 5. 

Proof of Theorem 4-1. The global existence result in Theorem 4.1 can be proved by the 

standard method which is based on the local existence result combined with the a priori 

estimate stated in Proposition 4.2. Here we omit the details on the proof of the global 

existence result and only give the proof of the convergence (4.4). 
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To this end, we first note that our global solution (¢, r) satisfies the energy estimate 

(4.6) for any t~0. This together with (4.2) yields the estimate for the time derivatives: 

/t II如 (T)lli2 + llr』か dT~C(E6 +炉） (4.7) 

゜for any t~0. To prove (4.4) for¢, we put <I>(t) := ll¢x(t)lli2• We see that <I> E 

£1(0,oo) by (4.6). Also we observe that l<I>'I~211む 11£211¢』 1£2- Therefore we find that 

<I>'E£1(0, oo) by (4.6) and (4.7). By Proposition 3.1 we thus have <I> E W1,1(0, oo), 

which shows the convergence <I>(t) = 11む(t)I出→ 0 as t→ oo. This together with 

Sobolev's inequality (Proposition 3.2) yields 

11¢11£00~Cll<t>II覧 II侶 11¼2 → 0, 

ll<t>xll£00~CIIむ Iiiり II年 Iiiり→ 0 

as t→ oo, where we also used (4.6). Thus we have proved ll¢(t)llw1,oo→ 0 as t→ 0. 
Wecanprove(4.4)forrinasimilarway. WeputR(t) := llr(t)IIか.Then, using (4.6) 

and (4.7), we see that R E W叫0,oo), which shows R(t) = llr(t)IIか→ 0 as t→ 00. 
This together with Sobolev's inequality and (4.6) gives the convergence llr(t) llw1,oo→ O 

as t→ 0. Thus the proof of Theorem 4.1 is completed. ロ

Finally in this section, we give the proof of Theorem 2.1 by using Theorem 4.1. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1. We assume the smallness condition in Theorem 2.1. Namely, we 

assume that I,。+J is suitably small, where I,。=lluo -uall£2 + ll(uo)xllH1 + llqollH2・For 
the initial data (め0,r0) in Theorem 4.1, we see that 

11(¢。,ro)IIL2~ll(u。— Uふ qo)11£2 + II (u~- uf, (Ui⑰)』 11£2~I,。 +cふ

llax(のo,ro)IIH1~ll8x(u。, qo)IIH1 + ll8x(-Ui点(V訊）x)IIH1~I,。 +cふ

Therefore we have E。 ~I,。+ CJ. Since I,。+J is assumed to be small, we know that 

E0 + 6 is also small. Consequently, by applying Theorem 4.1, we obtain a unique global 

solution (¢,r) to the problem (4.2), (4.3). Then the function (u,q) defined by (4.1) 

becomes the desired global solution to the original problem (1.1), (1.2). 

Finally, we show the convergence (2.1) by using (4.4). We see that 

ll(u ー忙， q)(t)ll£00~ll(UR -ur, -U{;)(t)ll£00 + 11(¢, r)(t)ll£00→ O 

as t→ oo, where we also used Lemma 3.4. This completes the proof of Theorem 

2.1. ロ

国 A priori estimate in the whole space 

The aim of this section is to prove Proposition 4.2 on the a priori estimate of solutions 

to the problem (4.2), (4.3) in the whole space. In this section we assume that the 

solution (¢, r) satisfies the additional regularity 

(¢, r) E 0°([0, T]; が）n 01([0, T]; が）．
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This can be realized by using the mollifier with respect to x E艮.Also we assume that 

E(T)十8;£8。, (5.1) 

where 8。>0 is a fixed constant. In this section 0 denotes a fixed number satisfying 

0 E (0, 1/4). 

First we show the basic energy estimate. 

Lemma 5.1 ([15]) We have 

t 

11(¢, r)(t)I出+/1⑰因(T)I出+llr(T)lli2 dT ;£CE5 + C炉E(t)1!2D(t)1!2. (5.2) 

゜Proof. We multiply (4.2a) and (4.2b) by¢and r, respectively, and add these two 

equalities. After a technical computation we obtain 

信 +rり}t+{U(UR+</J)-J(Uり）¢-1¢(!(臼+77) -f(Uり）dry+ </Jr} x (5.3) 

+{!(UR+¢) -f(Uり— J'(Uり¢}U/; + r2 =¢U/;,, 一 rf(Uりヰ・

We integrate (5.3) over股.x (0, t). Then, using {J(UR +¢) -J(Uり— f'(UR)</J}Uf;::;;

cUf品 weobtain 

t 

11(¢,r)(t)I出+I llv'L四(T)lli2+ llr(T)lli2占こ噂 +cjtR(0l(T)dT, (5.4) 
0 0 

where 

R(O)= /1<1>11⑫ I+ lrllf(臼）xxl dx 
IR 

(5.5) 

Here we can show that 

ft R(0)(T) dT~C炒E(t)l/2D(t)l/2. 

゜
(5.6) 

Once this is verified, the desired estimate (5.2) follows from (5.4) and (5.6). 

We verify the estimate (5.6). Applying Sobolev's inequality, we have 

! 伸IIば Idx~ll¢IIL00IIZ! 幻Iい ~Cll¢11げ II む IIげ IIは II ぃ
JR 

~c炉E(t)112llc/Jxll覧 (1 + T)―(1-0)' 

where we have used Lemma 3.4. Therefore we obtain ft! 1¢11U!I dxdT ~ C柑E(t)l/2 II妬(T)IIじり(1+ Tt(l-O) dT 

'•~Cb'E(t)'i'([ 記(T)llh~T)'1'([(I+ T)叶,,_,,dTt'

~c炉E(t)l/2D(t)l/2' 

where we used the Holder ineq叫 ityand the fact that 1(1-0) > 1 for 0 E (0, 1/4). An-

other term in R(0) (see (5.5)) is estimated similarly and we obtain (5.6). This completes 

the proof of Lemma 5.1. ロ
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Next we show the energy estimate for the derivatives. 

Lemma 5.2 ([15]) We have 

IIDx(い）(t) 11か+ft llr土） II か dT~CE5 + C(8 + E(t))D(tげ+c炉D(t). (5.7) 

゜Proof. We rewrite (4.2) slightly as follows. 

where 

¢t + J'(臼+¢)侶＋圧=g + u!,, 

乃 +r+む＝一f(臼）xx, 

g = -(『（臼+¢)-J'(Uり）u:;. 
We apply 洸 (k~2) to (5.8) and obtain 

where 

8乞＋『（臼＋の）a! 侶十8乞＝炉 +a旦虞，

洸乃＋洸r+洸侶＝ー洸f(ぴ）xx, 

が＝ー［翌J'(臼+¢)]侶＋洸g.

(5.8a) 

(5.8b) 

(5.9) 

(5.10a) 

(5.10b) 

(5.11) 

Here [・, •] denotes the commutator. We multiply (5.10a) and (5.10b) by 8!¢and 8!r, 

respectively, and add the resulting equalities. This yields 

且（（心）2 + (む）り t+{貨（臼+¢)(心）2+心・ むL+(む）2

=~f'(臼＋叫馴＋心（吠＋洸u~り）—心·叩（臼）xx・ 

Integrating this equality over股 x(0, t), we obtain 

t 

閲（い）(t)肋 +l II心(T)11r2dT~ 噂 +cfat砂 (T)dT (5.12) 

fork= 1, 2, where 

砂＝／（叫+1¢xl)l8髯 +I炉118!¢1+ I心 11a:はI+1a!rll8訂（臼）xxl dx. (5.13) 
IR 

We will show that 

JtR叫） dT~C(b + E(t))D(t)2 + C炉D(t)

゜
(5.14) 

for k = l, 2. Once this is done, we substitute (5.14) into (5.12) and add for k = l, 2. 

This yields the desired estimate (5.7). 
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It remains to prove (5.14). Concerning the first term in (5.13), we observe that 

ft! (IU:!I + Iむ1)18彎 dxdT
0 JR 

~C(<5 + E(t)) I II心(T)lli2dT~C(<5 + E(t))D(t)2 

゜fork= l, 2. Next we estimate the second term in (5.13). Recalling (5.11), we see that 

II[翌f'(臼＋の）]¢xllL2~0(15 + E(t))II企lls1fork= l, 2. Therefore we obtain 

/t/1[遺J'(臼+¢)]叫閲¢1dxdT
0 JR 

~C(<5 + E(t)) j 11¢x(T)IIか dT~0(<5+ E(t))D(t)2 

゜for k = l, 2. Also we apply a direct computation tog in (5.9) and find that 

|忙)!gll£2~C<5°E(t)(l + T)―(l-0) + 01511¢』Is'

fork= 1, 2, where we used Lemma 3.4. Therefore we obtain 

li屹glla!<f>IdxdT~C咋(t)lt叩 (T)Iい(1+ T)―(1-0)占+Cb lt 11</Jx(T) IIかdT

~c炉E(t)D(t) + C<5D(t)2 

for k = 1, 2. Moreover, we see easily that 

ft! 屹<!>II洸叩＋叫叩（び）xxl dxdT 
〇良

~Cb゜/ II洸(¢,r)(T)II叫1+ Tt(l-O) dT~C屈D(t)

゜for k = 1, 2. All these estimates give the desired estimate (5.14). Thus the proof of 

Lemma 5.2 is completed. ロ

Finally, we show the dissipative estimate for¢ か

Lemma 5.3 {[15]) We have 

lt llc/Jx(7)11か占；；； CE6 + OIi(の，r)(t)II加+C ft llr(T)II加dT

゜
(5.15) 

+ C(r5 + E(t))D(t)バC烈D(t).

Proof. We use (5.10) fork= 0, l. (Note that (5.10) with k = 0 coincides with (5.8).) 

To create the dissipative estimate for洸虹 wemultiply (5.10b) and (5.10a) by洸如
and -8! 応， respectively,and add these two equalities. This gives 

(8クc/Jxo!r)t -(o!c/Jt o!r)x + (o!¢x)2 + o!c/Jx aクr-(!'(UR+の）o!c/Jx + o!rx) o!rx 

= -o!rx(炉+a旦鷹）ー洸侶洸f(臼）xx・ 
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Integrating over股 x(0, t), we obtain 

/t II厄 (T)11r2dT~cEg + 011洸(¢,r)(t)IIか

。 +c[11む(T)IIかdT+ c [ s'''(T) dT 

(5.16) 

for k = 0, l, where 

3(k) = I団II亨 l+I翫 II的叩＋閲叫叩（臼）xxldx. (5.17) 
股

We will show that 

Jts(k)(T) dT~c(i + E(t))D(t戸+c炉D(t)

゜
(5.18) 

for k = 0, 1. Once this is verified, we substitute (5.18) into (5.16) and add for k = 0, 1. 

Then we obtain the desired estimate (5.15). 

To complete the proof, we need to show (5.18). Recalling (5.11), we observe that 

II[洸， f'(UR 十め）］如 11£2~C(J + E(t)) II心11£2for k = 0, 1 (Th . e commutator vamshes 

for k = 0.) Therefore we obtain 

jtj I[洸，f'(臼 +¢)]¢xii亭 ldxdT
〇良

~C(8 + E(t)) ft IIむ(T)IIL2118乞(T)IIL2dT~C(8 + E(t))D(t)2 

゜
for k = 0, 1. Concerning the term g in (5.9), we see that lgl~CUt11¢1. Therefore we 
find that 11911£2~CJ1l2 II y四曇.Thus we have 

ft! 〇良 1911心 IdxdT~CJ112 fo 11 ✓ 叩 (T)IIぃllr土） II ぃ dT~ct1l2D(t)2.

Also we see that IIむgllL2~c炉E(t)(l + T)ー (l-O)+ CJll</Jxllぃ.Therefore we obtain 

ft! 向gll応 IdxdT~C炉E(t)D(t) + C8D(t)2. 
〇政

The remaining terms in (5.17) are estimated e邸 ilyand we have 

ft! 叫 Ila!ば I+ la!¢x I la□（臼）xxl dxdT ;£C炉D(t)
〇股

fork= 0, l. Gathering these estimates, we obtain the desired estimate (5.18) and thus, 

completes the proof of Lemma 5.3. ロ
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Proof of Proposition 4.2. We add (5.2) and (5.7) to obtain that 

11(¢, r)(t)IIか+/t11⑰ f¢(T)lll2 + llr(T)IIかdT

゜
(5.19) 

;£CE5 + C(8 + E(t))D(t戸+C89(E(t) + D(t)). 

We substitute (5.19) into (5.15). This gives 

/t II如(T)IIかdT;;::;CE5 + C(8十 E(t))D(t)2+ C炉(E(t)+ D(t)). (5.20) 

゜Adding (5.19) and (5.20), we arrive at the inequality 

E(t)2 + D(t)2 ;;::; CE5 + C(8 + E(t))D(t)2 + C炉(E(t)+ D(t)). 

This inequality is reduced to E(t)2 + D(t)2 ;;::; C(E5 +炉0)+ C(8 + E(t))D(t)叫which

yields the desired estimate (4.6), provided that E(T) + 8 is suitably small. Thus the 

proof of Proposition 4.2 is done. ロ
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